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Love Heart Helium Balloons 

Do you choose to purchase such a beautiful love 

heart helium balloon? This is the hot selling love 

heart helium balloons brought to you by Qianjia 

brand of China Borun Balloon Factory.Selling love 

heart helium balloons wholesale to retail is very 

profitable. Each customer will wholesale a lot of 

love heart helium balloons in Borun Balloon factory, 

so the balloon factory will produce a lot of love 

heart helium balloons for stock I, to ensure that the 

customer can deliver the wholesale love heart 

helium balloons within 72 hours after ordering.As a balloon supplier, Borun Balloon 

Factory also produces the newest love heart helium balloons in China every year, so that 

balloon dealers can have more love heart helium balloons to buy. 

 

 

Product Description 

The Borun Balloon factory produces latex love heart helium balloons just as the balloon factory 

produces matte balloons, which are of the best quality. As a well-known latex balloon factory in 

China, Borun is good at producing latex love heart helium balloons。 

   

The love heart helium balloons can be divided into two types: the latex love heart helium 

balloons and the foil love heart helium balloons.Latex love heart helium balloons are mainly 

used for decoration, and many customers wholesale love heart helium balloons into balloon 

factories to be used in conjunction with other balloon arch for party decoration. Or use latex 

love heart helium balloons filled with helium to sell at retail or as gifts for loved ones on 

Valentine's Day or weddings. 

   

Foil love heart helium balloons and latex love heart helium balloons have many of the same 

uses, such as gifts for loved ones or party decorations. But the latex love heart helium is like 

the foil love heart helium balloon, foil love heart helium balloon has many advantages, love 

heart helium balloons looks more advanced material, foil love heart than helium balloon latex 

love more suitable as a gift or as a decoration, but also in love after helium balloons filled with 

helium foil to keep in shape than latex love heart helium balloons for longer periods of time, 

because the foil love heart helium balloon is unfavorable glue sealing leakage. But the latex 

love heart helium balloon is more flexible than the foil heart can not be broken and can 

withstand a certain degree of compression. 

  

Because borun embellish the balloon factories in China have mature balloon technology, so 

we support the love heart helium balloons custom, when love you wholesale love heart helium 

balloon, we can provide customized factor LOGO on the love heart helium balloons, or you 

want to customize different sizes of love heart helium balloon, we will meet your requirement 
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for love heart   helium balloons.If you are attracted by the love heart helium balloons of our 

Borun Balloon factory, you are welcome to contact us, we will give you a surprise. 

 

 

 


